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Simple Elegant easy to install

Our technical team can offer advice on all the products and answer practical advice on a wide range of  cladding issues 

Stacking stone panels are a natural Product which will have 
variations in colour and texture. each panel is approximately 
150mm high  x 600mm wide. The thickness is between 15mm 
and 35mm, the average weight per square metre is 40kg. 


Suitable for both internal and external uses 

Non combustable suitable for use around Wood Burners 

The applications for Eazyclad Stacking Stone wall cladding are endless, its simple installation means it can be

incorporated into both commercial and residential environments.  Its resistant to intense temperatures makes it

suitable for both for internal and external uses.  Made from Natural stone it bears all the form and character of a split

face dry stacked wall   


  

Eazyclad range of Stacking Stone panels have ben created to 

enhance and inspire any project from interior and exterior to

Residential and commercial.


This Stone Cladding panel System is a concept providing the 

feel of natural Han cut stone with a contemporary and modern

clean look. It benefits from low cost installation and can be 

adhered to most structurally sound surfaces.


We have sourced some of the best quality stacked stones from

around the world enabling us to have one of the largest ranges

available in the UK. 

 



Eazyclad Stacking Stone Range 

Brown Split Face Cappuccino Split face Carbon Gold Split face Copper Quartz Split face Olive Green split face 

Cotswold Antique Face Kashmir Quartz Split face Niagra Black Olive Green Split face Quartzite Grey



Quartzite Verde Blue Black Antique Face Rivera grey Sea Shell  Antique 

Charcoal Slate Oyster Beige White Quartz Brazilian Black Split Face Brazilian Rustic Split Face

White Quartz Running Water Oyster Beige Split Face



Great Value Great Quality Great Service 
Why choose our Stone Cladding Panel system 

Our Stone Clad panel system is quick and easy to fix 
to a wall with a good quality neutral tile adhesive. 
Compared to building a traditional stacked stone 
wall. It is possible to covert a large wall in a short 

period of time because of their size. There is no need 
for grouting: therefore once they are laid the Job is 

finished. 
Easy to use 

Low Build Cost 
Every Panels Becomes Corner Minimal Skill required 

Internal / External uses 
Years of Experience 

EAZYCLAD LTD 
UNIT 1 -11 
HAYWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
WELLINGTON 
HEREFORD 
HR4 8DZ 
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